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We Americans count on the magic of technology to solve problems, and technology has come through once 
again. As Sen. Barack Obama racks up delegates in the Democratic presidential primary contests, his 
Internet fundraising is slaying the big-donor dominance that has caused so much voter cynicism and 
apathy. 
 
The Obama campaign claims more than 650,000 donors, giving on average $206. Ten thousand people 
have given between $5 and $10. These are average folks who, having made an investment in their 
candidate, are that much more likely to turn out to vote. 
 
In 2004, almost 60 percent of overall campaign contributions, or $1 billion, came from business executives. 
Obama's camp is providing a new model; future presidents will owe allegiance to a vastly more diverse 
donor base, and the influence of special interests may finally be diluted. 
 
Small donors gave Obama an astounding $32 million in January, and $28 million of it was raised online. 
His campaign has taken the Howard Dean Internet insurgency of 2004 to a new level. Internet years are like 
dog years - four years is virtually a lifetime, and the leaps in technology since Dean are astounding. 
Obama's operation has taken full advantage of the upgrades, streamlining online giving and keeping in 
touch with supporters via text messages. It's no wonder his appeal to tech-friendly youth is so great. 
 
The Clinton campaign is catching up. Earlier this month, during a span of 48 hours, Sen. Hillary Clinton 
raised $7 million from 45,000 online donors. Many are suburban women who were once uncomfortable 
giving out credit card information online. But they've gotten over their discomfort and are supporting their 
candidate. Since Super Tuesday, Clinton has raised $10 million online. One factor in the resignation this 
week of Clinton campaign manager Patti Solis Doyle was her failure to emphasize an Internet strategy. 
 
Americans disengage from politics when they think their voices aren't heard. Internet fundraising is giving 
them a reason to plug back in.  
 
 
 


